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Climate change

Men of steel
Bridges left standing
after national
competition -SEE NEWS,A4

Backup point guard Will Weathers
transferring to Troy - SEE SPORTS, A6
I
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CRIME

MAN ARRESTED·
·153

TIMES

ANew Hampshire man has been
arrested for the 153rd time, this time
after he was accused of punching
someone in the face over the
weekend Paul Baldwin's record that
dates to 1984 indudes 152 other
arrests, eight trespass orders, 75
citations,four Social Security aliases
and 17 name aliases.
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Budget prolongs
Arts construction
ROBYN SIDERSKV
Staff Writer

Theater students are
going to get the performance space they've been
waiting for - but like
many other projects on
campus, the downturn. of

the economy has put a
hold on that dream.
While the ground has
been broken on the first
phase of Arts Comple:ic II,
officials are running into
issues raising the necessary
funds to complete the second phase of the project.

''We were able to do
Phase One within budget,"
said Pete Newman, director of facilities planning.
The first phase, which
costs about $25 million, is
paid for through PECO PLEASE SEE

PHASE ON A3

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Construction equipment sits on the site where the Art Complex II is being built.
The completion of the building has stalled due to Phase Two funding issues.

Planned .
burns
·benefit
nature.

EDUCATION

WWII-VET
GRADUATES
•

87-year-old aarence Marschall,who
landed on the beaches of Normandy
10 days after D-Day and survived the
Battle of the Bulge, has finally
graduated high school. He received
his diploma Tuesday from Wausau
East High School in Wisconsin, the
same high school he dropped out of
in the 1930s.

weather permits
ecological burning
KARI WILBERG
Editor-in-Chief

There's p/enJY ofcliff-hanging action
for everyone! Take a look at the training ground for UCF's champion rock
climbing club.
...;.... SEE VARIETY, AS

, \.

Breaking
news on
your cell

••

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
.'
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS~A2

LEARN TIPS FOR
TEACHING IN LARGER
CLASSROOMS
Come to this workship Thursday
afternoon to share ideas and learn
tips for maintaining standards
toward effective learning when
teaching, especially in large
classrooms.

PLEASE SEE

FIRES ON A5

UCFrock
climbers
reach top of
competition

LOCAL & STATE, A2

FLA. WORKER'S COMP
RATE INCREASE ROLL
BACK WEDNESDAY

"

A prescribed burn that lasted
from 11:45 p.m. to 3 p.m on Monday helped eliminate hazardous
material on UCF's east side of
· campus.
Alaina Bernard, assistant
director for UCF's Environment
Initiative and Arboretum, said
this particular two-acre burn
was for hazardous fuel reduction
because the acreage had not
been burned in many years.
"Fires have a very important
ecological effect, so we do it to
protect and promote the ecological· diversity on campus,"
Bernard said
According to the UCF's Environment Initiative Web site, prescribed burns are also used ·as a
way to prevent unplanned fires
from endangering nearby areas
by removing dead, decaying and
low-lying plants on the forest

Florida's insurance commissioner
Kevin McCarty on_ Wednesday said
hes rolling back a 6.4 percent
workers' compensation rate
increase that went into effect April
1 to save Florida employers money.

MICHELLE DENDY
Contributing Writer

. LOCAL & STATE,A2

TEENS CHARGED AS
ADULTS IN SEXUAL
AS$AULT CASE
~

FourTampa middle-school students
are being charged as adults in the
alleged sexual assaults.They are
accused of holding down a
teammate and assaulting him with
a broomstick and hockey stick.
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New veg~n restaurant serves up a
healthy, eco-friendly altemat~e
Save the Planet! Explore the
new spot where everything
from the food to the
entertainment is green.

Bargain theater gives
you a second chance to
see it on the big saeen!
Looking for summer leisure that can't be · ·
ruined by the rain? Before you rentthatOVD,
see what's playing at the Touchstar Cinemas.

When the UCF Rock Climbing Club arrived at the Inaugural Collegiate Climbing Series
National Championship in
Austin, Texas, their goal was to
not come in last place.
Not only did they reach their
goal, they soared past it and took
the championship title.
After winning the CCS
Regional Conference over the
University of Florida. the UCF
Rock Climbing Club was invited
to the CCS National Championship on May 22.:24_
UCF took first, beating out 13
• other teams from all over the
country, making them the first
, CCS National Champions.
"This was the first time we
were going up against colleges
and with that said, it was the
first time it was a team-based
competition," said Tommy Terrell, former club president and
'LEASE SEE

ROCK ON ~

A2

AROUND
News and notices for

the UCF c o ~

Learn to teach large classes

Senate meeting Thursday
Observe the SGA .in
action Thursday night
from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. in the
Key West Ballroom, Room
218, of the Student Union.
Contact Patrick Stauffer
at 407-823-1054 for more
information.

•
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CAMPUS
Come to this workshop
to learn tips for maintaining standards toward
effective learning when
teaching, especially in
large classrooms.
On Thursday, from
noon to 2 p.m. in Classroom Building 1, you can
share you ideas and learn
new perspectives about
teaching.
Contact Kevin Yee at
407-823-3544 for more
information.

•
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The Cmtml F1olfda Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Ronda.
Opinions In the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Universtty administration. NI COiltent is property
of the C£ntrol f/orfdo Future and may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without perrnission from the publisher.

Name: Kari Wilberg
Position: Editor-in-Chief
Expected graduation: May 2010, senior
Major & minor: Journalism; Spanish and anthropology
Hometown: Mound, Minn.
favorite band: Zac Brown Band
favorite movie: Pride and Prejudice
What do you like to do in your free time? Traveling,

•

-, ·': :NEWSROOM·: .

•

. • ' ·: ;-: _407-447-4558 ,,: ·

Editor-in-Chief
Kari Wilberg x213

•

CFF.editor@gmailcom

reading, going out to eat, watching HGTV or any Animal
Planet show about alligators
Favorite quote:"You have bewitched me, body and soul,
and I love, I love, I love you. I never wish to be parted from
you from this day on:'- Mr. Darcy from Pride and

News Editors
Andrea Canterbury and
Virginia Kiddy x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Ashley Camifa:: x213

Prejudice

•

Online.CFf@gmaila,m

"Greater Tuna" comes to UCF

Opinions Edito~ ·
Jennifer Ross and
Tamra Martin x213

With just two actors,
this rendition of "Greater
Tuna" will create the
entire population of Tuna,
Texas
with
costume
changes and characterizations.
The play starts Friday at
8 p.m. at the Mainstage
Theatre at the UCF Conservatory Theatre.
For more information
co:O.tact Donna Rahman at
407-823-1500.

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewer x215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Name: Ashley lnguanta
Position: Photo Editor
Expected graduation: May 2011,

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Fla. workers' comp rate
increase rolled back
TALLAHASSEE
Florida's insurance commissioner on Wednesday
said he's rolling back a 6.4
percent workers' compensation rate increase that
went into effect April 1.
Commissioner Kevin
McCarty said he's taking
back the increase .because
of a new law that reverses a
Florida Supreme Court ruling· and reinstates caps on
fees for lawyers who represent workers in compensation appeals for on-the-job
injuries.
The
reduction
is
expected to save Florida
employers $172 million on
their workers' compensation premiums after it goes
into effect July 1 for new
business and renewals.
McCarty acted just five
days after Gov. Charlie
Crist signed the new legislation into law. McCarty
had approved the rate
increase because of the
high court's ruling.
The justices struck
down the fee limits in a
2003 law, saying they were
unreasonable. The new
law repeals another provision in the 2003 statute that
also required the fees to be
"reasonable.''
"I believe that injured ·
workers still will have
appropriate access to the
legal system while also
keeping workers' compensation rates affordable for
employers," McCarty said
in announcing the rollback.

MFA

senior

Major & minor: Creative writing
Hometown: Idon't have a

anthropology

Slean, Annie Clark

•
•
•
•

TAMPA - Four Tampji
middle-school students are
being charged as adults in
the alleged sexual assaults
on a classmate in a school
locker room.
The teens are accused
of holding down a 13-yearold flag-football teammate
and assaulting him with a
broomstick and hockey
stick. The victim told
investigators the boys had
harassed and bullied him
for nearly two months.
State attorney's office
spokeswoman Pam Bondi
said Wednesday that each
boy faces· four counts of
sexual battery, stemming
from ''multiple incidents
on different dates.''
Each count carries a
maximum penalty of 30
years in prison.
- ASS!'JtlATEO PRESS

Staff Writers
Jeffrey Riley, Ryan Bass, Michelle Dendy,
William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Carlos Maldonado, Jen Glantz,
Donald Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevin,
Cannen Carroquino

Strikes Back

karaoke, playing Rock Band, and hanging out with my Labrador.
I'm also a member of the 501st legion.
Favorite quote:"Copy editors are typo negative:'- Anon.
Name: Ashley Camifax
Position: Online Editor
Expected graduation: May 2010,

sel1ior

Major & minor: Journalism; women's

studies
Name: Virginia Kiddy
. Positj.on: News Editor
Expected graduation: May 201 O,

senior
Major & minor: Journalism; English

-writing

.
Hometown: Venice, Fla~
Favorite band: Copeland
Favorite movie: Garden State
What do you like to do in your free time? I love
reading, blogging, taking pictures of things Ithink are
funny, relaxing in a hammock and napping. Naps are an
essential. Oh, and tweeting - did I use that right?
Favorite quote:"Catch on fire with enthusiasm and
people will come for miles to watch you burn:'-1ohn
Wesley

.

-Hometown: Melbourne, Fla.
favorite band: The Academy Is . ..
Favorite movie: Nick and Norah's
Infinite Playlist
What do you like to do in your free time? What free time?

Seriou$Jy though, music is my passion. I pretty much always
have music playing; it's like the soundtrack to my life. I love
going to shows, Ienjoy singing and I'm learning how to play
guitar.
_
Favorite quote: "Let us be grateful to people who make us
happy, they are the charming gardeners who make our souls
blossom:'- Marcel Proust ·

'

.

I

Staff Photographers
Caitlin Bush, Ashley lnguanta,
Corey Maynard, Rami Rotlewicz,
Greg Territo, Amanda Moore,
Reema Desai, Christina DeParis
Copy Editors
.
William Buchanan, Renita Frett, Sam
Gardner, Rachel Murphy, Viloc Pham,
Samuel Struckhoff
Graphic Artists
CaraCoope~
Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover
Editorial Adviser
Matt Morrison

Name: Tamra Martin
Position: Opinions Editor
Expected graduation: May 2010,

senior
magazine journalism
Hometown: Richmond, Va.
Favorite band: I listen-to
everything so I have many.

Name: Jennifer Ross
Position: Opinions Editor
Expected g_
raduation: May 2010,

·

Major &minor: Joumalism-

newswriting; political science
Hometown: Leesburg, Fla.
favorite band: Tegan and Sara
iaa.1__~--L....J..JI- Favorite movie: Garden State
What do you like to do in your free time? Jam on my

Martin, frequent the Social and the House of Blues, blog ...
Favorite quote: "Reason is the natural order of truth, but
imagination is the organ of meaning:
C.S. Lewis
-

Favorite movie: Dirty Dancing
·
What do you like to do in your free time? Ilove to read
in my spare time. Lately, everything I read is on the Trojan

Warto help with my Honors-ii:1-the-Major thesis.
favopte quote: My favorite,quote is from an Emily .
Dickinson poem - ''There is no frigate like a book/fo take
us lands away,/Nor any coursers like a page/Of prancing
poetry./This traverse may the/poorest take/Without
oppress of toll;/How frugal is the chariot/That bears a
human soul!"

Position: Sports Editor

Name: Kayla Smith
Position: Variety Editor
Expected graduation: May 2010,

Expected gra~uation date: May
2010 (maybe?), Super duper senior
Major & minor: Journalism;
Favorite band: P.O.S
Favorite movie: Man on Fire/The
Notebook (tie)
.
Free time: My free time is spent reading about/watching

sports. ·
Favorite quote: "No one ever does live happily ever after,
but we leave the children to find that out for themselves:'
- Roland Deschain, The Dark Tower

Major & minor: Journalism;
political science
Hometown: Fort Pierce, Fla, ..
Favorite band: Death Cab for Cutie
Favorite movie: Garden State
What do you like to do in your free time? Go to the
beach, travel and meet interesting people.
Favorite quote: ''There's only us, there's only this, forget
regret or life is yours to miss. No other road, no other way,
no day but today:'- RENT

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today; Variable clouds with thun-

SCATTERED derstorms, especially in the afterT-STORMS nqon. Winds Sat 10 to 15 mph.

,

low:72°

•
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.,

Heissam Jebailey x201
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Business Manager
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•

Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com

. Distribution Manager
Joseph Crandall x21 l
JosephC@KnightNewspapers.com

•

General Manager
Raymond G. Bush x220
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High:83°
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One free copy ofthe Centro/ FTorido Future pe!Tllitted
per issue. If available, additional copies ay be
purchased from our office with prior apprcwal'for $1
each, Newspaper theft is a aime. Violators may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or Univel'5ity discipfine.

LETUSKNOW

Today

•

Stands For Opportunity®

Name: Padrick Brewer

political science (could change?}
Hometown: Bangor, Maine

•

, MattMorrispnOO@gmailmm

MarkL@KnightNewspapers.com

Major & minor: Creative writing;

Teens charged as adults in
sexual assault case
.

Phato.CFF@gmailcom

Hometown: St. Louis, Mo.
Favorite band: Journey
Favorite movie: Star Wars: Empire

day, writing, reading, crafting mixed media artwork, and
playing the tambourine.
Favo~e quote: "Flowers ate reincaf'!lation. They come
out of the earth of our ashes. Nothing eJse looks so soul-llke:' - Echo by Francesca t:,a Block

1

· Photo Editor
Ashley lnguanta

What do you like to do in your free time? I love singing

Favorite movie: Being JohnMalkovich
What do you like to do in· your"he time?
Photographing nature of all sorts, finding magic in every

•

Variety.CFF@gmail.com

Major 8( minor:Joumalism;

· Favorite band: Bowerbirds, Margot
& The Nuclear So and So's, Sarah

senior

Variety Editor·
Kayla Smith x214

Name: Andrea Canterbury
Position: News Editor
Expected graduation: May 2010,

hometown.

LOCAL
&STATE

•

Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Chance of rain 60_%.
.
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms
Chance of rain 60%.

Friday

High: 84°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 71 °

Saturday

High: 84°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 71 °

The Future wants to hear
from you. H you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus coh.unn. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition. 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition. and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Fri y edition.
!J
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Topless shop Phase Two to include recital hall
gutted by fire
FROM

GLENN ADAMS
Associated Press

.

')

,\

A3

Maine - A deliberately-set fire destroyed a
topless coffee shop early
Wednesday, just hours
after the owner talked
with local officials about
making the business
more like a strip club,
investigators said.
The fire at the Grand
View Topless Coffee
Shop was reported just
before 1 a.m. by an
ambulance that happened to be driving past.
The state fire marshal's office concluded it
was arson after investigators, aided by a specially trained dog, sifted
through the shop's ruins.
Officials would not say
how or where the fire
started, but said evidence was taken to the
state police crime lab for
analysis.
·
The coffee shop featured waiters and waitresses without shirts
serving
coffee
and
doughnuts. Owner Don:ald Crabtree had met
Tuesday night with
planning officials to discuss adding a disc jockey, expanding parking
and extending the hours
of operation.
Crabtree said he
spent $277,000 buying
and renovating the former motel in Vassalboro,
just north 9f Augusta. It
wasn't insured, he said.
He and six others who
live in the old motel
escaped
the
fire
unharmed.
Crabtree said · he's
determined to reopen
his business.
"I'll keep going .... .I've
got some girls out of
work and I'm going to
do all, I can to get in
there," Crabtree said.
The shop's opening

in February raised the
ire of dozens of residents..
Someone
recently
called police to complain that a waitress was
outside the business
without a shirt.
·
An ordinance was
proposed to regulate
nudity at local businesses.
While many people
dropped by Wedn~sday
to show support, it was
clear that others were
pleased about the fire, ·
said Paul Crabtree, the
owner's brother who
came to the scene
Wednesday morning.
"lt's sad to see people
driv1ng by and acting
happy about it," he said.
. Steve Cooper, of Vassalboro, stopped··. to
peruse
the
damage
while passing by on his.
motorcycle.
·
He had nev_e r been in
the shop, but said it was
a shame the fire had put ..
people out of work.
"I don't think the
business was doing any
harm," he said.
A waitress at the
shop, Krista MacIntyre,
said the job was the best
she's ever had. She
hopes the fire doesp.'t
put the shop out of business.
, .
"We should keep on
going, get back up and
make it an even bigger
place," she said.
Richard Flick estimated that 97 percent of
Vassalboro's 4,200 resi-·
dents opposed the topless cafe.
He hopes Crabtree
doesn't
choose
to
rebuild his shop.
Sherry Perry, also of
Vassalboro,-said: "I'm a
believer and I'm a Christian and I don't want this
trash in my backyard. No
good can come from it:"

Al

Public Education Capital Outlay funds. The
funds are set aside
specifically for construction projects and
take no · money away
from academics.
However, there are
rio funds for the second
phase right now, Newman said
The second phase,
costing about $75 million, is entirely dependent on private donations.
It's possible to 'build
the second phase in .
portions though, said
Paul Lartonoix, assistant dean of academic
issues and arts liaison
for the College of Arts
and Humanities.
The UCF Foundation is responsible for
raising the funds for
phase two.
"The UCF Foundation has been visiting
with-some of its most
loyal
supporters
regarding the upcoming · silent phase of
funding for premier
performance spaces
and related facilities for
phase two of the cen- .
ter," said Christine
Dellert of UCF News &
Information. ·
The first phase of
the project is academic
space.
It calls for 75,000
square feet of academic
space.
That includes three
general · classrooms
with multiple teaching
studios and, multiple
various-sized rehearsal
rooms for voice and
acting.
It will also have a
keyboard studio, chamber music room. music
education
resource
room,
an
electroacoustic music lab, percussion
ensemble
rooms and a recording
studio.
There will be three
acting and dance studios, three acting scene
rooms, multiple teaching studios and voice .
rooms, in addition to a
light lab, two design
~lassrooms and a theater computer lab.
The second phase
will be entirely performance space.
The 150~000 squarefoot space will include
a 600-seat concert hall,
a 263-seat recital and
lecture hall, a 520-seat
proscenium,
theater
and a 225-seat black box
theater.
There will also be an

SIDEWALK pLOSED
DETOUR

~
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e Visual Arts Building is dosed due to construction of Arts Complex II, UCF's plan to expand the Arts program.

and orchestrasal hall, a choral
all and greenrooms.
In addi · on, there will be
costume
shops,
scene
shops, pro I shops, welding
areas and \other technical
spaces.
. .
Althoug};lt the two phases
are essent · al to the entire
project, co truction can'be
done on p 1ase one while
funds for p iase two are still
being raise .
While t 1ere is no set
deadline, :.artonoix and
Newman ~eed that the
sooner co truction on the
second ph :e begins when
the first p se is complete,
the smooth r things will go.
Constru tion on phase
one began n May and is
expected to ,e completed in
October 2 10, · Newman
said
"Eve
. g's gone well
until now," L onoix said
The econ mic recession
has taken at U on the funding for phase ttwo, he said
Lartonoix and Newman

are optimistic that the project will come through.
The worst case scenario
· is that phase one is completed and phase two is either
built piece by piece or put
on hold until the funds are
entirely raised, which could
potentially take as long as
five years to achieve.
"It has to be timed out
just right," Lartonoix said.
"You ·don't want to start a
big campaign when you
know people . won't contribute."
Lartonoix and Newman
emphasized that the second
phase of the project is very
community based - especially when it's completed.
"That's the connection
phase two will make; it links
academics to community,''
Lartonoix said
The new performing arts
complex will be prominently displayed on the edge of
campus facing Alafaya 'frail,
whereas the current theater
is in the middle of campus
near the Chemistry Build- ·
ing.

"

•

•'
•
•

I> .

"It's right at the - front
door," Lartonoix said
The plans to build the
complex aren't a recent
development.
"From a master planning
sense, we've talked about
this for years and years
about where this would go,"
Newman said.
Despite financial issues,
officials are excited for the
prospect of a new performing arts complex..
With the growth of the
theater department, the
space is needed, Lartonoix
said "It's clear that students
and faculty need this to happen," he said
During construction, the
parking lots in front of the
Visual Arts Building have
been closed, but an additional parking garage has
been planned in order to
make up for the loss of the
lots.
· ·"The new garage will
have about 1,300 spaces and
will be located just west of
the Fairwinds Alumni Center," Dellert said

A4
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Engineers excel at ridge-building contest
KARI WILBERG
Editor-in-Chief

Months of training and
practice prepared UCF's
chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers
for a victory in the National Student Steel Bridge
Contest on May 23 and 24
in Las Vegas.
They placed 10th out of
47 schools and also placed
fourth in efficiency, based
on their assembly speed
and number of assemblers.
Their . bridge weighed
142 pounds, measured 18.5
feet long and 2.5 feet tall,
and held a load of 2,500
pounds during the competition.
Team Captain Jonathon
Defaria led his team as
they rocked the house at
regionals in Nashville,
Tenn., which qualified the
team for nationals.
He later helped the
team eliminate seven
pounds from the bridge
used at regionals to cut
down the numbP.r -of
assemblers, allowing them
to increase their score.
Defarla's team members· included Andrew
Stoutenburg, Drew Rossi,
Javier Figueroa, Aaron
Allen, Jacob Huitema,
Nicholas Corrado and
Ryan Avera.
We talked to Defaria
about the team's success
and how they plan to go
for the gold at next year's
competition.

Central Florida Future:
. What did you have to do
to prepare for the competition?
Defaria: Well, for the
regional competition we
had to design the bridge. It
was three to four months
of pretty intensive design
because you have to prepare
everything
in
advance: the way you are
going to assemble it, how
you are going to prepare
and the pieces you are
going to need. It took four
months of fabrication
after design, all the cutting
of the steel and welding
everything together- and
making sure everything fit
right and making sure we
were within rules. It's a 30:..
page rule book we have to
follow. Some of our things
were so close, within a
q-µarter of an inch, we had
to quadruple check everything. In March we had the
regional competition. We
had to assemble the
bridge. There were spe~ifications on how big the
bridge could be. You have
to build in pieces and they
time you on how many
people you have and how
you assemble. We cut our
time in less than half in a
couple weeks of practice.
CFF: What did you
have to do during the
competition?
Defaria: At nationals
they also score you on
how much the bridge
weighs. We were able to

ASCE/AISC
The mission of the ASCE/AISC
· Student Steel Bridge
Competition (SSBQ is to
supplement the education of
civil engineering students with
a comprehensive, studentdriven project experience from
conception and design through
fabrication, erection and
testing, culminating in a steel
structure that meets client
specifications and optimizes
performance and economy. The
SSBC increases awareness of
real-world issues such as spatial
constraints, material properties,
strength, serviceability,
fabrication and erection
processes, safety, esthetics and
cost.Success in inter-collegiate
competition requires effective
t-eam work and project
management. Future engineers
are stimulated to innovate, ·
· practice professionalism and
use structural steel efficiently.

•

COURTESY JONATHAN DEFARIA

As part of AISC's mission, we
emphasize:
• Increasing the structural
steel industry's share of the
construction market
• Unifying the industry with
a common purpose
• Supporting and improving
the ability of the structural steel
industry to be both innovative
and competitive in a worldwide
construction market ·

ble the steel bridge at the national competition in Las Vegas.Two team members were used instead of four to earn more points during the competition.

-

-WWW.AISC.0RG

take off 7 pounds by
drilling holes in select
pieces. That was arduous.
It was 149 pounds at
regionals and then at
nationals it was a little
over 142. At regionals we
chose to use four builders
to assemble it under time
construction
and
at
national we brought it
down to two. It was a
strategic move because
essentially they project
everything into a realworld situation so if you
have four people to build
in nine minutes, that's 36
builder minutes. So we
had two people build it in
13 minutes, or 26 builder
minutes. So t!ssenttally in
the real world you'd have
to pay for 26 hours instead
of 36 hours of work. It significantly increased our
score for nationals.

••
COURTESY JONATHAN DEFARIA

The eight-man team t1ad help preparing for the national competition from former team captain Rafiq Chowdhury and faculty advisers Manoj Chopra and Lakshmi Reddi.

the enginee ·
board and
I was present· g the steel
bridge and h w we did at
regionals an l Kiewit, a
construction
company,
volunteered to ship our
bridge. I did1ll't even ask

CFF: What were some
~
of the difficulties you themto.
faced during the competiCFF: How did you get
· funding to go ~
tion?
Defaria: The nervousDefaria: Te got fundness and the pressure. A
ing from a variety of diflot of that was taken out of ferent places. SGA helped
the way at regionals. I was with the tra ·e l expenses,
so nervous at regionals like airfare, td the rest we
that once we overcame got from d. Ierent engithat hurdle it was like 'Oh neering fi
• in the area.
I've done this before, it's We got
1,000 · from
no big deal.' We were able regionals, w kh was AISC
perform a lot better as far and ASCE the national
as time in construction.
branch. Fro .n SGA, they
gave us $4,0 JO. Then the
CFF: How did you get engineering department
the bridge to Las Vegas in helped us o t with $2,000,
one piece?
so $8,000 to al. The engiDefaria: We were doing neering dep
ent let us
a presentation for a bunch borrow the est.
of companies that help out

CFF: How did you get
accepted into the competition?
Defaria: At regionals
we did really, really well.
We got 1st place overall
and we got first in four
categories and we got second in two. Sq we pretty
much rocked the house at
regionals.
CFF: How did you do
so well in the competition
and what do you think set
you apart from the other
teams?
Defaria: The thing with
our bridge is it was a wellrounded design. It was relatively . light, it got put
together at a decent speed
and its stiffness was really
good. That's what we got
first place in; stiffness. We
got the best for that. Any
school could -h ave done
that. You could have built
a bridge that was super

stiff, but with ·our light
weight we were able to get
the best result. We had a
light weight, great performance and a good time
to put it together.
CFF: How -do you plan
on using this success in
future competitio:p.s?
Defaria: This is all of
our first time ever going to
nationals so we didn't
have any idea what to
expect or what we were
up against. Now that we've
been there and seen how
serious the competition, I
had no idea these schools
could- do what-they did.
I'm just inspired for next
year. I know that if we
aren't building our bridge
in a certain amount of
time and if it's not a certain weight we're not
going to be ·any competition. We need to ithprove
how fast we put it together

and how light· it is. The
second place school was
under 100 pounds, like 95
pounds, and it held the
2,500 pound load.
CFF: How are you
going to use this exped- .
ence in your future career?
Defaria: I hope to use
every bit of it especially
since I am leading the
team. I do a lot of the
paperwork, deal and work
with professionals, work
with the machine shop
and manage the budget .
and manage people, getting the whole project
within deadline by making
sure everything is taken
care of in a timely fashion.
I want to be a project manager when I get out of
school and I feel this ,experience I had and the people I've worked with is
tremendously preparing
for my future position.
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Fires ensure
wildlife safety

Everything's equine

FROM

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Emily Schaefer, a senior environmental studies major, trains her horse Petey with a lunge line Wednesday morning. After Schaefer's barn in Mims caught
fire on Mother's day, she moved Petey, along with her two other horses, to a farm in Oviedo where she was able to continue the horses' training.

Rock climbers active in local charity
FROM

Al

current CCS regional coordinator.
"Even though there were individual
components, the team competition
was the novelty of it."
UCF's major competitors in the
male technique category were
Charles Garcia, Andre Torres, Mike
Rivers, and Terrell, who took 1st,
2nd, 4th and 7th place, respectively.
UCF also placed high in the
female technique category with
Chelsea Coats taking 4th, Shaina
Goldberg finishing 6th and Molly
O'Shaughnessey coming in 9th.
"This is UCF's sport club's third
national title as a team, and our first
title since 2005," Jason Balm.a said.
Balma works with the Sport Club
Council to manage UCF's 36 sport
clubs. "This is a really big deal for
us."
The Sport Club Council is an
agency that partners with the Student Government Association and
the Recreation & Wellness Center
to help fund sports, make travel
arrangements, provide risk management and provide facilities for
sports club practice.
Most of the Rock Climbing
Club's practices are at the UCF
climbing tower or at Aiguille Rock
Climbing Center in Longwood
The UCF Rock Climbing Club
was founded in 2001 to bring
together rock climbers at UCF and
reach out to other students.
The Rock Climbing Club has a
team of six males and four females
that travel to competitions, along
with a team of alternates.
The competitive team is in its
second year, and it requires tryouts
to be considered.
"The Rock Climbing Club has
been a great organization to work
with," said Balma, "They've been
one of our premiere clubs all along
and do a great job with leadership
transition."
The Rock Climbing Club competes in a series of competitions in
the fall, called the American Bouldering Series. In the spring, the
CCS' five competition series
begins.
In addition to the competitions,
the club follows a vigorous training
schedule with three to four hour
practices once a week where they
do strength and endurance training.
But the most common way to train
is to climb hard routes multiple
times.
"The way we prepared was we

AS

SHAUN BEVAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The rock climbing club at UCF poses for a photo with their new national championship banner. The club
finished in first place at the National Collegiate Climbing Series in Austin, Texas, last weekend.

CCS, Terrell is now working to get
more participation from other
Florida schools. The UCF Rock
Climbing Club is currently one of
the most active rock climbing
organizations in Florida.
.
"It's difficult to get the word out
because the climbing community is
underdeveloped in Florida than in
other states," Terrell said. ''.A lot of
schools in the state are looking to
us, they don't have anywhere near
the organization our club has. We're
putting our hands out to help them
get their clubs started.''
The UCF Rock Climbing Club is
not only being noticed by other
schools in Florida, but by the Rock
Climbing community throughout
the country.
Recently, the UCF Rock Climbing Club was awarded an exclusive
sponsorship with Blue Water
Ropes, a major rope company based
in Georgia that specializes in ropes
for rock climbing.
Another major goal for the club
is to branch out to new members
and make beginners feel more welcome at competition. The Rock
Climbing Club admits climbers of
any level
"Ninety five percent of our
climbing population started climbing our freshman year at the tower,"
Terrell said. "It just goes to show
you don't have to be doing it for
your entire life to get involved."
For more information on the
Rock Climbing Club, visit their
Web site at www.therockclimbingclub.ucf.edu or go to the Rock
Climbing Tower in the UCF Recreation & Wellness Center.

just climbed all the time," Rivers
said. "When we train, we use a
hangboard which has different
holds on it to train fingers and
biceps and it simulates when we
climb."
The club does more than scale
rocks; they help the community.
The biggest event the club puts
on is through the Coalition for the
Homeless, where they spend the
day rock climbing with needy children at the Aiguille Rock Climbing
Center.
The Rock Climbing Club also
puts on barbecues, climbing competitions at the UCF challenge
course and various other fundraisers.
"Between all the competitions,
we do a lot of fundraisers to help
support our club," said Joey
Hannes, club president. "We also
do outdoor climbing trips with any
members, which are very casual.
We go out to a remote location,
climb some rocks, and have a good
time."
Even though the summer is the
offseason, the Rock Climbing Club
does not stop working. Throughout
the summer, they will prepare for
the upcoming season's competitions and work on the organization
of the club.
"The offseason is a big thing for
officers," Stuart Knight, club treasurer, said. 'We meet up a lot and figure out what we're going to do next
year to improve the club and team.
So although it's not a big competition time, it's.a really good planning
time."
As the regional coordinator for

Al

floor.
On average, UCF does
three to five burns per academic year, but Bernard
said whether or not the
university decides to do a
burn depends on a lot of
parameters. These parameters create a prescription
to burn, which is a detailed
plan of stringent factors
outlining when it is OK for
the university to burn and
when it isn't.
"If the weather doesn't
fit our plan, we don't
burn," Bernard said.
Bernard said most of
these
parameters
are
weather-related
things
such as wind direction and
speed, the amount of moisture in the air, how moist
the vegetation is and also
dispersion of the atmosphere - the atmosphere's
ability to have upward
motion.
Bernard said atmospheric dispersion determines how quickly and
strong the air pulls smoke
fumes upward, which contributes to the smoke
either lifting into the sky or
lying down across the
ground She said this is an
important factor in smoke
management.
If students see a fire
they believe could be a
wildfire, Bernard said she
encourages all students to
check into it. Prescribed
burns will be reported on
http://green.ucf.edu and
on UCF's homepage.
Dispatchers at UCF's
police department are also
made aware of a prescribed burn so students
will be able to call 407-8235555 for information. If

CONTROLLED BURN
Controlled or prescribed burning,
also known as hazard reduction
burning or Swailing is a technique
sometimes used in forest
management, fanning, prairie
restoration or greenhouse gas
abatement. Fire is a natural part of
both forest and grassland ecology
and controlled fire can be a tool for
foresters. Hazard reduction or
controlled burning is conducted
during the cooler months to reduce
fuel buildup and decrease the
likelihood of serious hotter fires.
Controlled burning stimulates the
gennination of some desirable
forest trees, thus renewing the
forest. Some seeds, such as sequoia,
remain donnant until fire breaks
down the seed coating.
In industrialized countries,
controlled burning is usually
overseen by fire control authorities
for regulations and pennits.The
party responsible must delineate
the intended time and place.
Obtaining a permit may not limit
liability ifthe fire bums out of
control.

BACK BURNING
Back burning is a way of reducing
the amount offlammable material
during a bushfire by starting small
fires along a man made or natural
firebreak in front of a main fire front.
It is called back burning because the
small fires are designed to 'bum
back towards the main fire front'.
The basic reason for back burning is
so that there is little material that
can bum when the main fire
reaches the burnt area.The
firebreaks that may be used to start
a line offires along could be a river,
road or a bulldozed dearing etc.
-WWW.SCIENCEDAILY.COM

there is not a prescribed
burn and ·students call this
number, Bernard said dispatchers will be able to
contact the proper authority to deal with the wildfire.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tuesday's prescribed bum was a controlled way to removing dead, decaying and
low-lying plants on the forest. These bums destroy natural hazardous material.
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Backup point guard Weathers

WRAP
BASKETBALL

Freshman heads to Troy
after 1 year with Knights
RYAN BASS

PRESIDENT OBAMA PICKS
LAKERS TO WIN NBA FINALS

Staff Writer

WASHINGTON - OK, Mr. President,
let's see how you do picking the pro
game. Barack Obama thinks the Los
Angeles Lakers are going to win the
NBA crown.
The president was on his way to the
Marine One helicopter on the South
Lawn on Tuesday when a reporter
shouted a question. The topic: Who is
going to win the NBA championship,
the Lakers or the Orlando Magic?
Said the smiling president: "Lakers in
six, I think:' In sports terms, that means
the Lakers will win the best-of-seven
series in six games. The series begins
Thursday.
So far so good this year for Obama. A
huge basketball fan, he correctly
predicted that that the University of
North Carolina men's basketball team
would win the NCAA championship.
Obama was leaving Tuesday on a trip
to the Middle East.

After playing in just 22 games for the UCF
Men's Basketball team. point guard Will Weathers
has decided to talce his game to another program.
A 6-foot guard, Weathers has decided to transfer from UCF to 'D:oy University. He will be ineligible next season but will redshirt and be available
to play in the 2010-11 season.
UCF head coach
Kirk Speraw was
unavailable for comment.
Weathers played an
average ofll minutes a
In 2008-()9:
game this past season
Weathers played in
and
averaged 1.6
22 games, but he
points and ll assists.
struggled from the
field,shooting
22.6
He could never
percent
really find playing
time behind freshman
star point guard AJ.
Rompza. and with the signing of N'tlc Garcia. Marcus Jordan and R.J. Scott during the offseason, he
decided to transfer to the Trojans.
TI:oy head coach Don Maestri is excited to have
Weathers joining his roster.
"The thing that he helps us with is that our
point guards are seniors this year:' Maestri said
'We will already have in place a point guard for
not this coming season. but the following season
that will have had a chance to work in our system
a whole year. He is allowed to practice even
though he is not eligible to play games.
"He will get a lot of experience with how we
want to play as compared to signing some guy out
of high school or junior college."
Weathers signed with UCF" before last season
after averaging 17.5 points per game and 7.2 assists
per game as a senior in Lewisville High School in
Texas. He was born in Louisiana and started his
high school ball at Holy Cross High School in New
Orleans before moving to Texas.
Maestri had experience coaching at Holy Cross
and got a good recommendation from Weathers•
high.school coach about what he could bring to the
'D:oy program.
"When I was a high school coach, I coached at
Holy Cross High School, where Will [played],"
Maestri said "His high school coach at Holy Cross
talked to me about him. also about his quickness
and defensive ability. For us, that's where the press
comes in, so we think he can do a good job for us
on the offensive end and the defensive end"
With the addition of Weathers, 'D:oy now has
five guards on its roster with four of them being
seniors. In a press, up-tempo offense, which is
what TI:oy likes to run, the point guard is the premier player.
Rumors about a possible transfer for Weathers

NCAA TO SUSPEND DUES FOR
COMING SCHOOL YEAR
INDIANAPOLIS - The NCAA wants
to give schools an economic break.
College sports' largest governing
body has announced it will suspend
membership dues for the next school
year. It also hopes to save about
$500,000 by holding most of its future
committee meetings in Indianapolis.
Some meetings are currently held in
Indy, but about half ofthe meetings are
held in other parts of the nation.
Schools normally pay $900 to $1,800
in annual dues. The expense is
determined by which division the
school competes in. The decision covers
schools in all three divisions, and the
NCAA estimates the suspension will
keep $1.3 million in the schools' coffers.

NCAA RESPONSE TO FSU
INFRACTIONS KEPT SECRET
TALLAHASSEE - The NCAA's
Committee on Infractions responded
Tuesday to Florida State's appeal of
sanctions from an academic cheating
scandal, but kept its answer secret and
gave the school 15 days to respond.
Florida State is challenging a portion
of the sanctions announced in March
that would force the school to vacate as
many as 14 of Bowden's 382 career
wins - just one fewer than Penn
State's Joe Paterno.
The university's general counsel,
Betty Steffens, will prepare a rebuttal
that will be made public, at least in
part, university officials said.
"Our comment will be the rebuttal;'
associate athletic director Rob Wilson
said. "We'll all know a lot more when
we send this thing back:'
Two dozen football players were
among 61 Florida State athletes
involved in the cheating, which
occurred mainly through online testing
in a music history course at Florida
State in 2006 and 2007. It included
staffers helping students on the test
and in one case asking one athlete to
take it for another.
The school did not challenge the loss
ofscholarships in 10 sports and a fouryear probation.
The university's president, T.K.
Wetherell, said in March that sanctions
stripping Bowden of coaching wins
were "excessive and inappropriate:' He
said it was unfair to roughly 500
athletes and 52 coaches who had
nothing to do with the cheating.
Bowden, who has won two national
championships since becoming Florida
State's coach in 1976, has also said he
thinks the penalties were too stiff.

•
•
•
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HILLTOPPERS LOOKING FOR
EXPOSURE WITH NASCAR
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -Western
Kentucky hopes to tap into the
popularity of NASCAR by putting its
logo on a car running in the Federated
Auto Parts 300 in Nashville, Tenn., on
Saturday at 7 p.m .
A logo with the university's red towel
will appear on the hood of the No. 5
Chevrolet. The back bumper will have a
link to Westem's Web site.
Alumni Association executive director
Donald Smith says it's the first time the
university has put its loqo on a NASCAR
automobile.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Fonner UCF guard Will Weathers warms up before the USF game on
Dec. 6. Weathers has decided to transfer to Troy University.

Women's basketball

UCF rewards coach with contract

LENGTH
Williams' new deal will replace the
final two years of her current
contract and keep her at UCF
through the 2012-13 season.

CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

UCF Women's Basketball head coach Joi
Williams signed a new contract that keeps her in
Orlando through the 2012-13
season.
The 2008-09 Conference USA Coach of the
Year is set to continue on
the success of her second
season with the Knights, in
which UCF won the C-U5A
Championship ~~d played
in the NCAA Tournament.
"I'm extremely excited
about the new contract and
honored to lead UCF
Knights Women's Basketball for the next 4 years,"
WiUiams said "The future
of the program is very, very
bright. We have laid a good
foundation, and w e're going

NEWS TO NOTE

lDNG TIME COMING
In her 2nd year with the Knights,
Williams led the team to its first
NCAA appearance since 1999.

CFF ARCHIVE

Joi Williams talks to the media after learning of UCF's seeding the NCAA Tournament. Her new contract runs through 2012-13.

to continue to do that. Our
!:ope is to really build this
program into a top-25 program.''

UCF Director of Athletics Keith Tribble stressed
the importance of keeping
Williams.

"I am very please d to
ensure that Joi Williams
will be the UCF Women's
Basketball coach through

2013,'' Thbble said in a UCF
release. "It was important
for our university and our
athletics department that
Joi would continue to lead
our program in the coming
years."
Williams' original contract had 2 years remaining.
She would not disclose
the financial details of the
contract but did say that
there are incentives in the
PLEASE SEE
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Entire roster returns for 3rd year Arrival excites

FROM A6

•

new deal for accomplishments such as reaching the
NCAA Tournament.
''I felt confident that we
were going to be able to
accomplish some good
things, you just never
know when that is going
to happen," Wi11iams said.
"Of course, there is a lot
more security in knowing
you have the trust of the
president and the athletic
director for another 4
years.
"That makes me feel
good, that makes everybody around our program
feel very secured that
there's confidence in what
we're doing and belief in
what we're doing."
This past season, the
Knights finished the season 17-16 and ll-5 in conference play.
The first three seasons
in C-USA the Knights won
a combined ll games. UCF
started the season 2-ll and
turned it around, going 155 the rest of the way.
In the C-USA tournament the Knights won
four consecutive games in
New Orleans on their way
to the conference crown.
Williams and her squad
earned an automatic berth
in the NCAA Tournament, the program's third
trip to the postseason. the
first since 1999.
UCF took on the third
seed in its region. the University of North Carolina,
Cff ARCHIVE
~entually losing 85-80 to
UCF head coach Joi Williams talks with freshman guard Aisha Patrick during UCF's victory against Marshall on Jan. 31.
the Tar Heels.
"We want to build on
In her first season. the for year three ai-e higher.
what we did last year," going to be very competitive
this
year."
team
finished 10-20, win- Everyone on the roster is
Williams said. "Certainly
UCF won two of its 13 ning 10 games for the first back for next year.
we're not satisfied. We
'We return everybody,
could have done some non-conference games but time since 2004-05.
On
her
young
squad,
finished
winning
15
of
its
but
so do several teams in
things even better, and
that is what we're trying to final 20 games, including freshmen accounted for 91 our league," Williams said
focus on now is really going 8-0 in conference percent of the playing "We can't rest where we
time in the 2007-08 sea- are and celebrate. We have
being more consistent, play at the UCF Arena.
Williams
was
hired
as
to keep moving forward.
son.
especially with the nonWith
the
success The bar has been raised,
conference and building the women's basketball
on our conference season. team's llth head coach on Williams had in her first and that's what we want to
two years, expectations do, continue to raise it."
because our conference is March 29, 2007.

Troy's coach
FROM A6

began in the late spring
once the Knights became
interested in recruiting a
couple of more guards.
Speraw, who used to
coach in the Atlantic Sun
Conference before UCF
moved to Conference USA,
is familiar with Maestri.
They had known each
other back before Speraw
was the coach at UCF about 17 years ago - and
with Troy being in the ASun. they coached against
each other at least two
times a season before the
Knights moved to C-USA
Maestri said he and
Speraw had extensive talks
before Weathers decided to
make the move.
"Coach Speraw and I go
back a long way, and he

knows
exactly how
we
play,"
Maestri
said
"He
thinks
[Weathers]
Maestri
will fit a real
up-tempo,
pressing style of basketball.
He thought he could do
f"me in our program."
Without Weathers, the
Knights still have five
guards on their roster without the addition of Garcia,
Jordan and Scott.
Weathers' best performance in a Knight uniform
came back on March 7
against East Carolina, when
he scored 4 points on 2-for4 shooting in 17 minutes of
play, helping the Knights to
a 74-71 victory at the UCF
Arena.

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Will Weathers brings the ball up the court against North Carolina A&Tin UCF's
first game this past season. Weathers averaged 1.6 points per game in 2008-09.
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How Do IText
UCFNEWS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

~

I.

Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

Reply A to set alert.

this message to 44636
4. Send
(41NFO).

5.

Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
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*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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'Global warming is the reason we
must stop the commercial raising
of the meat industry. I opened
this place to provide a healthy
vegan option for the community.'
-DAVIDTRAN

PART-OWNER OF LOVING HUT
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Vegan restaurant offers food for thought
SARA ROMERO
Contributing Writer

"Be Green ... Go Veg. Save the planet!" is just one ofthe messages that
Loving Hut, a new vegan restaurant 20 minutes west of campus on
Colonial Drive, proudly supports.
From the moment you enter Loving Hut you will be bombarded by the driving force behind this franchise: to sustain a planet
that can live in peace, love and harmony with all beings.
The establishment is quaint, painted a crisp white and
accented by bright yellow decorations. Flat-screen TVs are
found throughout and are always tuned in to Supreme Master
TY, an international
channel aimed to educate and save the planet.
The staff is extremely friendly and helpful,
and for a little more than
$6 you can get a variety of
foods such as fresh spring
rolls, stir fry and vegan
spaghetti.
"The people who work [at
Loving Hut] are extremely friendly and inviting," anthropology major
Rhae Royal said "The last time I went
they were experimenting with two
new desserts, an almond and a chocolate cake; they were kind enough to let
me and my friend sample it. It was so
good.I"
Part-owner David Tran was pleased L - - - - " - - - c STEFANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
to talk about the reason why this inter- Cherie Faircloth enjoys a vegan meal at Loving
national franchise has chosen Orlando Hut,a new restaurant on Colonial Drive.
as its first location on the East Coast.
"Global wanning is the reason we must stop the commercial raising ofthe
meat industry," he explained. "I opened this place to provide a healthy vegan
option for the community."
While providing a delicious mix of Asian-inspired cuisine, the loving Hut
aims to provide an eco-friendly option for dining out.
"The key factor of our planet is love; if you don't love, we can't survive,"
Tran said 'We are not alone, we have to treat everything and everyone the
same."
Voted "Favorite Food Vendor" in the recent Orlando Fringe Theatre Festival, this restaurant is already beginning to make its mark in the community. It
is all about an alternative way of living that endorses love for people, animals
and the planet.
The Loving Hut also provides free cooking classes on Sundays and free
meditation classes on the first two Fridays of every month.
"Meditation is the food for the soul," 'Iran said. 'We want to give people a
complete solution."
·
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Rock climbing
center offers
adventure
JOSH BROWNE
Contributing Writer

It's summertime - the
season when everybody
tries to get their beach
bodies ready by putting in
extra hours at the gym and
giving little more thought
about what they digest.
Instead of using those extra
hours to run on the same treadmill or use the same weight
machine, why not try something different?
Aiguille Rocle Climbing Center is a fun and
different way to stay in shape throughout the summer sea-

•

son
UCF students should be familiar with the rock climbing wall in
the Recreation & Wellness Center, but Aiguille Rocle Climbing Center
offers 27 different types of top-roping walls, which all include three differChris Thorste
119 e
ent routes.
technique at the Aigullle Rock Climbing Center m Longwood.
Aiguille offers two different types of rock climbing experience. The first is bouldering,
where a climber climbs a fairly short wall without the use of a rope or harness.
This type of rock-climbing requires more strength than technique.
The more popular top-roping allows climbers to climb higher with the use of a rope and a harness. Top-roping always requires two people
- a climber and a belayer.
No one is ever allowed to just start climbing, though. Every new customer must go through an introduction that lasts 30 to 45 minutes,
depending on the size of the group.
During this introduction, customers will learn the safety rules as well as how to tie knots, belay and climb correctly.
All customers must sign a climbing waiver acknowledging that they are aware of the dangers of rock climbing before they can participate. .
'We never send someone off that we don't think will be able to catch the climber if he or she falls," Aubrey Wmgo, a third-year climbing
instructor, said "It's important that every person knows how to do everything correctly because while rock climbing is fun, it is still pretty dangerous."
The walls are labeled very clearly with their degree of difficulty. The degree of difficulty ranges from 5.6, the easiest, to 5.13, the hardest.
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See blockbusters without breaking the bank
ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online Editor

Counter Culture
by Tyler Gillespie
Slightly breaking from
tradition, our culture columnist
takes on a heavy topic - gay
marriage. Weighing the
implications of California's ·
recent decision to uphold
Proposition 8, he voices his
concern aboutthe denial of
citizens' rights and the
evolution offreedoms from
liberty to tolerance.
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Kiss and Tell

by Jen Glantz
Those three little words can get
any new couple into an
uncomfortable situation especially when it's only been
two weeks. Our relationship
columnist shares an
entertaining story of her failed
attempt to express her feelings
to a new beau.
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MOVIETIMES

In a time when m~ney is tighter than ever, one local movie theater offers to make your paycheck stretch a little further.
Touchstar Cinemas, located on East Colonial Drive near the
Orlando Fashion Square Mall, offers second-run movies - usually
between two to five months old - for $2.50 per viewing, and only $1
on Tuesdays.
.
John Leopard, one of the managers at Touchstar, said that the low
ticket prices tend to bring in people who normally couldn't go to the
movies.
"A lot of families can't afford $40, $50 for the family to go, but they
can come here and all of them see a movie for about $10, $12 on reg.· · ular days, about $5 on Tuesday," Leopard said.
Touchstar occasionally has additional $1 movie days, including
this weekend.
"Saturday and Sunday all the tickets will be $1," Leopard said.
"We'll be running some concession specials ... $1 popcorn, $1 drinks,
$1.50 hot dogs, $1.50 nachos."
·
Compare that to the $7.18 average ticket price in 2008, according
to the National Association of Theatre Owners Web site, and the
approximately $4 or $5 you'd spend on a soda, and you can see why
students should know about this place.
Pritam Shah, a sophomore business major, said he didn't realize
the theater existed, but for $2.50 it _was definitely worth checking
out.
·
Despite films -being a bit old (right now most of the movies
playing came out in late March or April), the ,piovie selection at _
Touchstar is fairly well-rounded.
·
·
Leopard said that their corporate office decides what movies
they are allowed to show, but they are generally crowd pleasers.
''.Action movies do really well here," Leopard said. "Horror
movies do really well here, and the comedies like Role Models,
I Love You, Man, those kind of slightly raunchy but funny
movies."
·
Tim Gillmore, a senior history major, said he enjoys the

theater, despite the movies being old.
"It is great to see cheap movies that have been out for a few
months," Gillmore said. "I mean, they're still the same movies."
And don't think that the ticket price reflects the quality of the theater. While there isn't stadium seatjng or 3-D movies, Touchstar is
working on upgrades.
''.Auditorium No. 5 has all digital sound, several other theaters
have Dolby surround sound," Leopard said. "We're old, but the theater's clean, and a lot of people say they like coming here better than
anywhere else."
Touchstar Cinemas
on Colonial Drive,
near the Fashion
Square Mall.
ASHLEY INGUANTA /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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L/\ND OFTHE LOST (PG-13)
Will Ferrell stars as has-been scientist
Dr. Rick Marshall, sucked into one
and spat back through time. Way
back. Now, Marshall has no weapons,
few skills and questionable smarts to
survive in an alternate universe full
of marauding dinosaurs and fantastic
creatures from beyond our world.
Sucked alongside him for the
adventure are crack~smart research
assistant Holly (Anna Friel) and a
redneck survivalist (Danny McBride)
named Will.
Directed by: Brad Silberling
Starring: Will Ferrell, Danny McBride, Anna

Friel, Jonna Taccone

Hut offers fresh options
FROM A8

Aimed to revolutionize
the world through a plantbased diet and an effort to
reduce our environmental
impact, the Loving Hut has
chosen Central Florida as
a stepping stone to continued expansion from their .
California base.
Even if you are a meat
eater, take the time to
explore this powerful little
restaurant. You might just
get food for thought.

Two days before his wedding, Doug
and his three friends drive to Las
Vegas for a blow-out bachelor party
they'll never forget. But, in fact,
when the three groomsmen wake up
the next morning, they can't
remember a thing and they find that
Doug is missing. With no clue as to
what transpired and little time to
spare, the trio must retrace their hazy
steps and hopefully get Doug back to
L.A. in time to walk down the aisle.
Directed by: Todd Phillips
Starring: Bradley Cooper, Ed Helms, Zach

Galifianakis, Heather Graham, Justin
Bartha, Jeffrey Tambor

The Hangover
(R) 11 :50am 12:20 1:502:20 2:50 4:20 4:50
5:20 7:25 7:55 8:2S 9:55 l0:2S 10:5512:2Sam
12:55am

Land of the Lost
(PG-13) 11:45am 12:05 1:552:2S 2:55 4:30
5:00 5:30 7:10 7:40 8:10 9:45 10:1510:45
12:20am 12:50am

My Life in Ruins
(PG-13) 12:10 2:40 5:10 7:3510:0512:35am

Drag Me to Hell
(PG-13) 11 :35am 12:2S 2:10 3:00 4:40 5:25
7:30 8:20 10:00 10:50 12:40am

Up

•

(PG) 12:15 2:45 4:15 5:15 7:50 9:2S 10:20
12:00am
'Open Captioned Showtimes
1:456:45

Up in Disney Digital 3D
(PG) Di5ney Digital 3DShowtimes
1l:40am 2:15 4:457:209:5012:15am

Night at the Museum: Battle ofthe
Smithsonian:The IMAX Experience
(PG) IMAX Screen Showtimes
1:40 4:25 7:009:35

Dance Rick
(PG-13) 12:30 3:05 5:35 8:0510:35 12:45am

Night at the Museum:

Battle ofthe Smithsonian
(PG) 11 :55am 12:35 2:30 4:35 5:05 7:4S 10:30

Tenninator Salvation
(PG-13) 11:30am 2.-05 4:00 4:55 6:55 8:00 9:40
10:40 12:30am

Angels&Demons
(PG-13) 12.-00'3:10 7:05 10:20

Star Trek:The IMAX Experience
(PG-13) IMAX Sm-en Showtimes
12:10am

StarTrek
(PG-13) 12:40 4:10 7:15 10:10

Ghosts of CJirffriends Past
(PG-13) 12:45

X--Men Origins: Wolverine
(PG-13) 9-35am 1:40 4:20 7:20 10-.2S

-

Listings for Friday, June 5-
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Each route is taped
offin a different color so
climbers don't get confµsed . .Alguille is open
to both new and experienced climbers.
"For each other's
birthdays we always do
something new" Byron
Trimble, local resident
and new rock climber
said. "Last year we
went horseback riding.
This year it's rock
climbing. I didn't know
all about the knots and
stuff, but it's fun."
Jennifer Johnson, a
recent UCF graduate
and
experienced
climber, was supposed
to go climb actual rocks .
in Alabama with her
family, but her ·plans
were altered by the rain.
"Obviously, it's totally different than real
rock climbing, but it's
still pretty sweet," Johnson said. "I'll actually
start coming back a lot
more now that · I'm
here."
,.
The center also offers
weekly events where
anyone can participate.
Every Monday is
Challenge Night, where
climbers are tested
mentally and physically
through a series ofteam
building and physically
challenging exercises.
Students may rent
gear and climb for $12
on Fridays during the
school year, which
excludes summer sessions.
Hero Day takes place
every Friday all year.
The same reduced price
is extended to police
officers, firefighters, ·
military
personnel,
EMTs and teachers.
Wednesdays
are
known as Women's
Wednesdays because
the cost of climbing and
rental gear fqr women
is $12.
Aiguille Rock Climbing Center is located
just off Ronald Reagan
Blvd. in LongV{ood, Fla.
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NORTHGATE LAKES

Formerly known as Pegasus Connection, the community has recently
upgraded to new furniture surrounding its resort-style pool and hot tub. The
pool has an island fountain in the middle as well as a volleyball net strung
across one end. There is also a sand volleyball court close by and ample SP.ace in
the surrounding area:

STEFANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

These vegan spring rolls from The Loving Hut are just one example of the
animal-free and eco-friendly options this new vegetarian restaurant offers.

FROM A8

THE HANGOVER (R)

TOP FIVE apartment swimming pools
1 THELOFTS
The unbridled majesty of the swimming pool at The Lofts portrays the
definition of high class for its residents. Featuring a lagoon-style pool with a
beach entry, a waterfall and a hot tub, its style remains unmatched to other
communities' pools. Asand volleyball court is situated alongside the area, all of
which overlooks a fantastic view of the lake.

Amateur clirribers ·w elcome
Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

.

The leisurely experience at the Northgate Lakes pool is uncommon
knowledge to most. Northgate has the only pool that features a tiki bar,
reflecting a noteworthy party atmosphere. Some events at Northgate attract
professional Orlando-based disc jockeys. With its wide space for plenty of
lounging chairs and picnic tables, the pool at Northgate enjoys great social real
estate.

4

BOARDWALK

The community recognized for its seaside-inspired theme boasts a pool
with memorable qualities. Three waterfalls pour over the edge of.one side with
a hot tub sited not tcio far behind. Aside from much space for lounge chairs and
picnic tables, enough capacity is available for its annual Buff Body Contest, in
which the fittest students compete in their swimwear for prizes .

S

PEGASUS POINTE

In terms of size, design and landscaping, the pool at Pegasus Pointe is
not to be ignored. The po9I is large and suitable for laps, and the hot tub can
comfortably seat up to 10 people. Hit station WXXL 106.7 is played all day long
for residents. The community has newly-installed gazebos and picnic benches
for use during hours.
- HEATHER DANESHGAR

ERIN DREW/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Incoming freshman Josh Sheppard practices top-roping, a type of rock dimbing
that allows a dimber to dimb higher using a rope and a harness for support.
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OUR STANCE

Sotomayor clear
• •
abOut ~p.1n1ons
I

magine this: a student
applying to become a
Student Government
Association justice says
because she is an intelligent
Latina woman who worked
hard to rise out of poverty
and go to college, she will
make better judicial decisions than a rich white
male.
Current justices take
offense and UCF's student
body is polarized as they
pick sides and decide if her
comments were racist.
Thankfully this is not a
reality on campus, but,
sadly, it is a scenario unfolding within the highest judicial body in the U.S.
When U.S. District Judge
Sonia Sotomayor, President

Obama's Supreme Court
justice nominee, said in a
2001 speech, "a wise Latina
woman with the richness of
her experiences would
more often than not reach a
better conclusion than a
white male who hasn't lived
that life,'' she was suggesting
that a white man cannot be
fair in a courtroom when
making decisions about
women or people of color.
If that is true, then how
can a Latina woman who
hasn't had the same cultural ·
experiences of a white man
make the right decisions
about his case?
The argument is a slippery slope and President
Obama and White House
Press Secretary Robert

Gibb_s shouidn't be covering
her tracks, insisting that she
would rephrase the statement, when she is perfectly
capable of retracting or clarifying the issue herself and
hasn't.
Clearly, this is the way
she fe.els.
While calling her a racist
or claiming this promotes
"reverse racism" is a bit of
an e:µ.ggeration, the fact
that she believes "personal
experiences affect the facts
that judges choose to see,''
and, "ignoring our differences as women or men of
color [does] a disservice
both to the law and society,"
as stated in her speech, indicates that she has no problem making race an issue.

ince UCF has trouble
addition to the UCF comgetting funding for
munity.
construction projects,
The overcrowded
the last thing that should be parking lot gave students
going up are new buildings. close proximity to Communications, VAB, Colburn
Construction taking
Hall and the Burnett Honplace in the VAB lot and
surrounding areas is hard
ors College buildings. With
the spaces gone, more stuto miss. During the spring
and fall semesters, the students and faculty will be
dent lots can be seen
crowding into the already
packed with cars. Now;the
full garage spaces, especialonly things visible are conly Garage H.
struction vehicles :md blue
Parking lot H4, a lot that
holds 'primarily student
tarps with "Do Not Enter"
signs.
vehicles, closed in May and
will only partially reopen in
What's all this for? The
new Performing Arts ComJune. The parking lot won't
reopen fully until August
plex II, of course. And it's
· 2010.
only in Phase 1 of the two
construction phases.
Although the closed
With the opening schedareas consist of one student
uled for Aµgust 2010, the
parking lot, the·Performing
Arts Complex II's construcconstruction seems more
like a burden than a needed tion is not the only one tak-

ingplace.
The new Physical Sciences building has also
altered parking areas. Some
of the parking designations
affected are those dedicated for people visiting
Health Services.
If parking lots are being
blocked simultaneously,
students will have to search
even harder to f"md new .
areas to stalk their peers
exiting parking spaces.
After it's completed, it
has the potential to create
cultural theater performances and classes, accord.:
ing to UCF News & Information.
.
Right now the inconven'ience that comes with construction isn't necessary to
expand one of the largest
universities in the country.

S
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We're the future, so
let's clean up.our act
bottom of someone
We've all heard the
saying many times and
else's shoe. If it has to go
somewhere, why not try
ways before: college is
the grass? At least there
the time to explore our
are natural wiping mechlife options and .tmd out
anisms to be found in
who exactly we're supthe green blades.
posed to be in the real
I personally never
world. It's also a time to
understood the need to
grow into adulthood
No, I'm not talking
spit while performing
sports such as baseball,
about responsible, and
TAMRA MARTIN
but still, those athletes
sometimes irresponsible,
Opinions Editor
college activities that
have sand It's expected
for them to spit in the
many have come to
know so well. A more important
sand
aspect of adulthood is learning
Another object discovered by
shoes doesn't come from humans.
manners.
This one, ladies and gentlemen,
Although the traditional opening
comes from one of man's best
doors for others and saying, "bless
you," after hearing a sneeze are
friends. Who could forget our lovgood, timeless manners to follow,
ing dogs?
there are others that still linger outMy family has owned more than
15 dogs or puppies at one time or
side the front door.
another. They're cute and sweet, but
Anyone who's ever bought a
sometimes what comes out of them
brand new pair of shoes can imagis far from that.
ine this scenario:
Our neighbor's dog, who freThe shoes feel comfortable and
quently visited our yard, constantly
look awesome. They may even
reminded us of this inconspicuous
instill som~ much needed selffact.
confidence. Take them out for a
stroll and the next thing you know,
There are more than 72 million
dogs in the United States, according
those new shoes have just stepped
to_the American Veterinary Medical
in a freshly-chewed piece of gum.
Association's Web site.
Goodbye new accessory, hello
plucking time.
·
People may think that the dog
Not a great visual, I'm sure. In
waste sinks iI;ito the earth and
fact, any UCF student could attest
begins a new natural cycle. The
to f"mding at least one piece of gum
truth is that it has the possibility of
underneath their desk at one time
getting into our water system
or another.
through beaches and rivers without
It's not fun sitting through an
ever passing through aily treatment
entire class period knowing that
facilities.
hands that have just found a previResults could be bacteria, paraous student's chew toy need washsites and worms that can cause
physical illness. Let alone, it's not a
ing very soon.
I'm not bashing gum chewers. I
pleasant sight to pass by on the way
love gum too, but I still know that I
to your apartment.
The last intention I have is grossneed to carry the wrapper or a napkin with me to throw it away once
ing people out, but the truth is some
of these actions need to gross peoI'm done.
Gum is not the only man-made
ple out every once in a while.
aggravation shoes can f"md In my
None of these activities is solely
short 24 years, I ~ve seen many
limited to college campuses. Go out
people take that deep, hocking
into the world and plenty of exambreath in and toss a big-wad of spit
ples can be found
·What's important is to notice
onto a walltjng pathway. Yes, a pathway on which thousands of stuthem now while we are discovering
dents make their way across camour own individual behavio(S and
pus 'daily.
characteristics.
Any health sciences major could
This way as we struggle to f'md
probably talk about bodily functions our purpose in life, our actions ·
won't ruin someone else's perfectly
being normal. All humans have
good day by leaving an unwelcome
them. That's part of being alive.
, Still, it doesn't seem prodµctive
surprise for their shoes, or worse,
to waste food-digesting saliva on the . their wandering hands.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for
publication, letters to the editor shoutd not exceed 300 words; we may edit
for length. Submit them on1ine at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com-or fax them
to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407--447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

•

•

he murder of George
Tiller, a late-term
abortion doctor from
Kansas, is a reminder of
how passion for a cause can
be twisted into extreme acts
of violence.
Acts like that not only
counter that cause, but push
thousands of potential supporters away in the process.
Like any college campus,
UCF is full of political and
social organizations that
petition in front of the Student Union and on the Free
Speech Lawn in order to get
students involved in local
and national issues.
Protests and other
demonstrations at UCF
have been relatively peaceful and effective. Minus the
occasional anti-war protestor, screaming incoherent
ramblings into a megaphone by the entrance to
the Union. and the infampus preacher Br,ether

Micah.
We have an extremely
active student body because
healthy debate and sensible
recruiting methods are
encouraged.
Back in 2006, Higli
Times magazine, a publication encouraging the legalization of marijuana, listed .
UCF as one of the top five
counterculture colleges in
the U.S. because ·of
NORML's high level of student support and political
activism.
When tragedies like the
death of Tiller occur, we
should be even more
encouraged to stray from
the road that turns our
activism and support for a
cause into an excuse for
violence and oppression.
Whoever was responsible for shooting Tiller while
he was ushering in a church
service was probably antiabortion. but most .ertainly

AROUND

CAMPUS

What about the new
Arts Complex?

Extremism only
hinders causes
T

WORD

not pro-life.
Those who are prochoice have found a hero
and a martyr in Tiller and
are all the more ardent in
their support of abortion.
while anti-abortionists who
believe in peaceful protests
have to combat the
hypocrisy that has hindered
their cause.
·
Yet ev~n though supporters of abortion have
strengthened their cause in
some ways, they have also
lost one of the very few
doctors in _the U.S. willing
to perform late-term abortions.
No one really wins in
this scenario.
It's horribly ironic that
those who yell the loudest
or protest the most violently are usually the ones who
recruit the least amount of
people to their cause and do
much more harm than
good.
~
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NICOLE BOURLIER

SARA BADER

ERICA SMITH

Reading Education, Graduate

Political Science, Senior

Public Relations, Sophomore

I think it's an inconvenience for
the people that actually have
to go to the building.

Construction is inconvenient,
but it has to happen at sometime to improve UCF.

It's good they're adding new
classes, but they could put it at
another part of campus
because parking there is a hassle already.

STEPHANIE POLAND

GARY ADAMS

NATALIE BOITON

Piano Performance, Senior

Communication, Junior

Anthropology, Senior

We need the space and it
impro~s the quality of the
arts programs.

It's an outstanding idea
because the school needs to be
stronger in arts.

The parking has been a little
inconvenient, but it hasn't
really affected me.

.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

5 p.i;n. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9a.m. -5p.m.

407-447-455S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Hm.
100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
22S ForRentApartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
' 300 For Sale: Homes

C
C

C
B
B
B
A

BARTENDERS WANTED.

Necessa,y.Tran-g ProvK:led.
~ 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1&.

\lalet parl<irg al1Erda1ls needed.
$9-$13,h: PT days met everirg;l,

1lex hs. lnmedale operirgs.
Call 407-61~

Looking forsunmer
work in South Florida?
Gust Svd Maskelirg: Intl Co

ecpan.::rg in So. R a ~

•

18+. ~perrronth

stat.pay. Cal ffTl-762-w:JT on
ll(br1 & Tues i::,;ty between 10AM
i:n:l 4P.M o r ~ anytime onEne
at ooolstJ..dentv.oom.

125

Roonyrales 1o sha'e 212.
Funished Condo.1-mMood
floors, '\kuted ceis-gs, 2nd floor,
Screened-In Porch, str:M:!,

rri:rowaw, washer.ttyer a,d
1efligeralol. ~ - Pool met CU:> House. Localed 1t2
•
nileUCF.
Al utiites & i1lemet irduded.
~-ootmnlh Call 863-004-0016
10 schecUe a visit Mtess: 108
Reserve ar. Unit #200. Rg,t on
.Alafaia.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT i1
gated CXJl1TTU1ly in Avabn Park
(Sµir9 Isle) 313.51.2. Like reN.
8:dl becioom has it's own balhl
Close 1o UCF off CdJrial i:n:l
Avabn. WO, pool aid cU:rouse.
$1scntro. Gal 321-377-1746 or
954-593-,7233. AVAIL JULY 1ST

Rrst Month Free!
Avaiable August Dl.pex in SherM:Jod
·Forest 312 $950tno. Close b 'UCF.
l..avvn ca-e, WO, cishwasher rd
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-200-7577

150
2t2Apt cklse b UCF. Galed
corrm.rity,WO;OltJhouse, pool,
+. $750. call (407)463-7200/4846392

9 rronth lease avaicije ct
Pegasus Poil1e,$5rotnonlh, 2 .
bed 2 ba1hoom ~ 1 i o m
August 1.9 - May 8,2010.No
~feeorcteix,sitreq.Ji'ed.C.. me at 419-215-5845 cr

200
412,2 house - 2 S1ory, al
~ mi:!rg washer&

nataieben islein89@yahoo.o:m.

ci,a: AJ:.prox. 4 rriles1iom UCF i1
cµet, small cx:>rmui1y. $1500 ~ 2 2 6 9 for rrore ilfo.
312 real, ctea,, l1Kle y.;rd

Bike 1o LCF 280 21t2BA,WO,DW,MW,Fncd Palio,2Pkg ~ 1t2RENT 1stMO,
$750Dep.~.407-493-2723 ·
UCF Gra:l Go Kliglts!

14837 Sussex Dr. Or. 32826
Bike 10 UCF $950 rm. + $800••
sec. dep. Non srrokers, no pets.
407-421-7344

..

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements

B

A
A
B
A
B

Traver

B

A

800 Miscellaneous

B

B

900 Wanted

B

UCF /lrea newTOWNHOMES
Tile fl!S, ci-gsfans,al ~ .
resv pa,k, 2Mb,1 year lease $7oO
& $875tro first rrot6ElC dep. 321536-5430 jarnakavi@gnal.rom

1-ulle!s Reserve Condo for rent

CAMBRIDGE CIRClE

UCF!NE ORI.ANOO
CdJrial Poil1e Luxuy Apls
1 & 2 Beciooms Free W/D, pool,
1itness O:llller, patios.
. 2300 E:ron Ci: 407-679-6061
LCF AREA- Walk 10 Oasses.
1 br. 1'blh. 600 sq. ft $395,tno.,
rerovaled, $525tro. 1 MO. FREE
RENt (407) 339-2!m

1100SF2bed2balh. Upstais .
erd U1it with WO. $100lhronth.
call Dan 407-230-2219.

Avcilable 811.00
$375tro. lg l:x:im i, houseb'
rent. Saeened pool, his lntanet, ;
ca:ile, WO, gi;rage. Cleal, cit.g
free. Minslo UCF & vex;. Call
321-243-7170 or dtlet@oo.rom.

312.5 TOY/li"ouse & 3/'212. House
1 ni1e 1iom UCF. Lwa:led
ai::pliarx;es. Comn.rity pool. 1 cagarage. Avaiable &1arti'9 Jtne.
Cal: 954-663-6298

2801.28A Luxuy Apt 10 Share!
All Uti and Amerities lrd.ded. .
$600mo. Eron & Lee VIS!a, 12
mn. to UCF. 407--373-8058

$J.9

suldolku

3

5
7 1

9

6

-

7

Rooms for rent in 6
bedoom home. Bel1i1d LCF.
lntemetCa:Jle, Ldties. W/D,
cishwasher, CXliTITUily pool,
$550.tTxrdh. August lease
avaiable b-00/10 scrool ~
Mf: Call 407-876-6697 c,:
321-438-1354

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

8
4 -··--3 ...

keemk@embenJnail.com or
~ 239-707-4448

Fill in the grid so
that every row;
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

5 3
2 9

$!:i()Mno incl. ulll Non-Smoker,
sec sys, pool & 1emls.
Avalable ., • , ieclaliely. Email

C PuzzlesbyPappocom

7

4
·2

MF warned. 2 rooms available
lnunlshed a'2 home on I*.
Walled Comm, 6 rrins to UCF.

$J.3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

1 4

·-···~--

5 9
1
6

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Like New Bose 321 Sumx.nd
Sound System. Model GS
Series L Orlglnal Box,
Oirecllons and RecelJX, Paid
$999 plus tax. WiR sell for
$450 or obo. Call 407-71J9.S098
for more Info.

F w.ned. 2 rooms avaiaije i1 a
beaJtiftj 312 house i1 Walerbd
Lakes. Must be clean, nonsmoker aid no pets.
Janet 305-206-3831
Lookrg for F roorrma1e b i\/e in
4.Q.5 home localed betm UCF.
$400 !XJS spit Ld. rdJd i1tmt &
cable. Has WO, walk-i"l dosels,
and rice I IEligtxJrhood. Cont:d
NaLy at 407-683-7413 or
natyp84@gmail.mm

Like New Dell lnsplron Laplcp
Model 1501, 17' Screen, Fully
Loaded Original Box and Frt',8
Canying Case. Paid $844. WID
sell for $450 or obo. Call

407-71J9.S098 for more info.

l-bmeless? Stay Here! UCPs best way to
frd a pla::e to stay1 Also lieN all a::ts online
at www.UCR-eNs.comtlassified

Room avail for clean, qLaet and
resp. ~ male senor or graduate
.student In lmmaculale a'2 home
near UCF. SaeenecMn patio with
20 person hl--gr0(m jacuzzi plus
surround 90U'ld, home1healre
system wlsladh.m seating, prof.
pool table wilh llghls, huge walk11
kitchen, W/0, digital cable, highspeed wireless lnlemet, secu:ttY
syslanand lawncare. $550tno
and All util Incl. Lease 161111 Dec.
'09 with opllon to renew.
Call 407·71J9.S098 for more Info.

Rooms rr rert in 212., 312 & 414
becioom h:lmes. $475 & t.p. Ya-d
and Uti. lrd. 2 rTies 1o UCF.
lncivwa leases. Month to imnth
avail. www.FoiRentNearUCF.o:m
LOOK!!!

Master &ite in Town House.
, Garden U:J, sepmde shoM3r,
(bjje sink. Can sha'e with best
frien:I. Cabana pool, gated.
Ga-age. Female coy. $660m:>.
407-s40-9887

Billi

$9
$6

2

9

2 rooms avail. in a 312 house
rooms mtfi..nished. ~
August Localed i1 River Pai< on
Dean tiw. 50.uiversity. $600tn
ind. Ld. cal 561-35<H!388:

Bnll
Firstlssue:
Each addl issue:

5

$300 a day potential. No Elcpefierce

~

Hm.
325
350
375
400
SOO
600

700 Wllr$hip

100
...

RATES

3 rooms avail in a !age house
cbse i:> UCF. lrdl.des i1-gou'd
pool, WO, & ftJ kitchen. $359.tro.

+ spit uti. Cal 813-964-7427,

leave~.
Share greet reN 3 becioom
waterfront home with ore rolege
slLdent O'M1er, just 5 rnh.lles from
caTpJS. Fa1lastic CJA:l(ll1l.rilyb'
neat aid responsije ~
Mf'! Ony $550.tTxrdh + 1t2
utilities. J.Malvan~.o:m

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Gordon
Shumway'stitle
alias, in a sitcom
4 Minnesota twin?
10 Chick follower
14Chinese
chairman
15 Piemonte city
16 Applies lightly
17 Six-pack
makeup
181963
International
. treaty subjects
20 Dietary claim
22 Kind of chop
23 Politicians'
dilemmas
26Varnish
ingredient
27 Vacation site
28 "You've got the
wrong person"
30 Alphabet trio
31 MIi. troop unit
34 Lightweight
bayou 118ssel
37Heavy .
ga!T\ebirds
39Trlumph
40Drench
41 Solt & _: Henkel
brand
42 Supportive calls
44Senor's
"Absolutelyr•
48 Basic teaching
styles
51 They usually
involve
undercover work
54 Not necessarily
against
56 Expand the
viewed area, in a
way
57 Cowboy bootS
and Stetson hats
60 Cholesterol
initials
61 OffensivE!
comment
62 Pricey
timepieces
63 Conko1Jt
64Notice
·

By Dan Naddor
65Quirk
66 Dawn deity

DOWN.
1 Italy's _ Coast

.~ ••
-~--~ ., , o o
3 N I ,

ti 0

~ ..!

~

,,

a

I-

....
ll N 0
J. I ~
N Y J. 8 J. N
• 3 .LYN I

.1-i.

ti I Y H

2Tags
I , 0 & 3
.1!. ..!
3 Paleontologlst's
S N y
X w-.MY H 8 d
find
y
y
3 9 ti
ti .L Xl~~.L SY 0
4Employees
J. I 3 )I I
3 ti OIW SIJ. y H .L
5 Out-and-out
SO
d
I
•
0 S
~ :I
6 Positive particle
3 S O d S
• 3 II O
U
7 Deadeye's forte
0
3 A 0 a t1
s~
8 Lateral beginning
ISltll I ISltl Y3 0
0 S 3 d
g Jtmightbe
N 3 , B 0 ti d 3 H .L 8 J. Y H .M
picked
10 Dig deeply
f311111lUIH .L
0 31SIYI.L I y .M
11 Capital ESE of . 1a13r,1., o s
NI 11813 0 y .M
Beirut
Last
issue
solved
12 Drop in the ocean
13 One of the
46 Loft, perhaps
32 MMCX halved
reputed Dead
33 Time to attack
47Al;Javefibers
Sea Scrolls
35 Anttpoverty agcy.
49 B'99 piece
writers
50 _ Jeanne d'Arc
36 Drywall mineral
19 Spot for a
37 Records in detaff 52 litle character
saewdriver
38Even
not in the cast
21 Metallic money
39 Pushes forward
53 Ollert>earing
24 Having caught
41 Nap
55 Not exactly
on
43Makerof
58'Waklng_
25 Brouhaha
Boulevard
Del/ine": 1998
29 Rubs the wrong
motorcycles
film
45 Tristan's love
591m~
WWof

~

,

-- IT~" &iiii

Solution and ne~ puzzles in next issue's Cla'Ssifieds

Student
Rate
56anissue

..

••
•

•
•1i

Call in:
407-447-4555

------·.

J. N I
3 3 8
O.MI
lfll O N

Log on:
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

"

Walk in:
11825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817

A12
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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